Start by thinking about how long it takes you to feel comfortable learning a completely new skill set
and how polished you both would like to look at the end.
Take into account your previous dance experience and whether you are likely to practice at home.
As a guide : If you are only looking for something very basic the timeframe is a few months,
for something that looks polished and natural with some interesting moves allow 3 to 4 months,
and for something special with a wow factor 5 to 6 months.

There are 2 main ways to learn, either private lessons or group lessons.
Private lessons mean that learning is concentrated on you, your dance and your chosen piece of music,
so learning is a lot quicker and you learn at your pace. Private lessons can be just the bride and groom
or can include the bridal party in some or all of the lessons.
Group lessons are a cheaper way to learn and a great way to develop your skills over a longer timeframe.
Think of it as building a foundation. Groups are a broad way to learn so to personalise your dance,
consider having some private lessons leading up to the wedding.

If you have a special song, that’s great! If you are not sure where to start looking ,think about what
you would like your dance to look like at the end. What suits you both, slow and romantic, up beat and
fun, traditional, contemporary, a touch of hip hop? Essentially it can be anything that you want it to be.
Always listen to the lyrics, it is your moment but you don’t want to offend older guests.
Your dance is the start of the party and can be the whole song or a portion of the song.

Come in with as few or as many ideas as you like. We are here to make it work for you, to help you feel
relaxed and confident for your time in the spotlight.

We could fill a page… Come in for the free lesson and experience it. We have taught 1,000’s of couples,
from brickies to TV celebrities and a huge number of their friends.
We have a satisfaction guarantee for every lesson, come and have some fun.

